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l. Find attached, at Annex D, the minutes of the l't Regimental Strategic Planning Session held on
12113 April2015 . In addition, also attached are the following supporting documents:

a. Annex A: Contents Sheet;

b. Annex B: Record of Decisions; and

c. Annex C: Task Matrix.

2. Annex D details the discussion of the agenda points that took place during the meeting by those
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Annex B to
l rs0-3 (RM)
Dated 25 June2015

RECORD OF DECISIONS
I't STRATEGIC PLANNTNG SESSION

SeeD-5

SeeD-5

SeeD-6

SeeD-6

SeeD-7

SeeD-7

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Change o'its" to "our" and insert "operational excellence" into the second
line ofthe Vision statement.

Change Objective 1 statement (Proficiency)to: "To enable Commanding
Officers to set and maintain the hÌghest standards of tmit proficiency,
c ap ab ility, and c omb at ffi ctiv ene s s. "

Change Objective 2 statement (Leadership Development) to "To identifu
and develop the leadership potential of all ranlæ of the Regimentfor the
benefit of the individual, the Regiment, the CAF, and Canada."

Change Objective 3 statement (The Regimental Family)to; "To develop
and maintain cohesion and a strong sense of Regimental pride and esprit
de corps amongst all members of the Regimentalfamily."

Change Objective 5 statement (Image and ldentþ)to: "To own and
project a strong and professional image of the Regiment throughout the
CAF and Canada."

Change Objective 6 statement (Benevolence)to; "Tofoster the well-being
of all members of the Regimentalfo*ily."
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SeeD-8

SeeD-9

SeeD-9

SeeD-10

SeeD-10

SeeD-10

SeeD-10

SeeD-10

SeeD-10

Vision, Mission,
Objectives.

Inter-Entity Relations.

Inter-Entity Relations

Governance of the
Regiment.

Governance of the
Regiment.

Governance of the
Regiment.

Governance of the
Regiment.

Governance of the
Regiment.

Governance of the
Regiment.

Change Objective 7 statement (Effective Governance)to "To maintain a
relevant and adaptable Regimental structure tofacilitate the efficient
conduct of Regimental ønd Corps busíness, to develop longierm plans and
goals to support Regimental objectives and to ffictively execute the day-
to-døy operations of the Regiment."

Codift a steering committee consisting of the Presidents
Association and Foundation in order to set priorities, synchronize, and de-
conflict efforts.

of the Guard,

Synchronize meetings, especially the Association and Foundation AGMs,
Guard meetings, and other events in time and space to allow for maximum
synergy between the three elements.

The C-in-C will not be a member of the Regimental Council.

The Senior Serving Patricia will continue to act as an advisor to the
Regimental Council and hence be included as a member ofthe Council.

The COR will act as a facilitator to coordinate efforts between the
leadership of the Association, Foundation, and serving component.

The Presidents of the Association and Foundation will become ex-officio
and non-voting members of the REC.

Incoming COs are to attend the RECs when possible.

Roles and Responsibilities are to be re-drafted by the Regimental Senate,
Regimental Guard, and RHQ.
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SeeD-11

SeeD-11

See D- 12

SeeD-13

SeeD-13

SeeD-13

SeeD-13

SeeD-14

SeeD-14

SeeD-14

SeeD-14

Regimental Guard
Business.

Regimental Guard
Business.

Day One Summary

Funding the
Regimental Family.

Funding the
Regimental Family

Funding the
Regimental Family

Funding the
Regimental Family

Enhancing the Retired
Component.

Enhancing the Retired
Component.

Enhancing the Retired
Component.

Enhancing the Retired
Component.

LCol Leibert continues to develop current analysis of Battle Honours.

The Chairman of the REC develops CoA I and 3 ofthe Revocation
Analysis for further discussion.

Change Objective 7 title from "Organizational Effectiveness'o to'oEffective
Governance".

Topping up the Hamilton Gault Memorial Fund is the priority for
fundraising by the Association.

Examine moving Archives and Collections from Calgary to Edmonton.

Museum will remain in Calgary, with possibility of establishing a satellite
gallery in Edmonton.

No corporate fundraising is to take place within the Regiment without prior
coordination with the Foundation.

ERE Personnel to engage with local branches.

The Chain of Command will inform serving members that they can join
the Association. Senior serving members will set example by joining.

Serving component will produce out-reach programs to engage the
Association.

Ex Ric A Dam Doo should always include brief by Association.
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SeeD-14

SeeD-14

SeeD-15

SeeD-15

SeeD-15

SeeD-15

SeeD-15

Enhancing the Retired
Component.

Regimental Campaign
Plan.

Regimental Campaign
Plan.

Regimental Campaign
Plan.

Regimental Campaign
Plan.

Regimental Campaign
Plan.

SPS Summary.

The Battalions should continue to include the Association in their annual
briefings.

The Guard is responsible for identiffing regimental goals and tasks.

The Guard, supported by RHQ, will coordinate the selection, prioritization
and accomplishment of goals between entities.

The Guard, supported by RHQ, will prepare and maintain the Campaign
Plan.

The Association, Foundation, and serving component will maintain the
current practice of using the same fiscal year.

Anniversaries will be commemorated every five years, with major
commemorations every 25 years. Five-year commemorations will include
a Better 'Ole and will be tied to other events to maximize participation.

Minutes to be published on the PPCLI website for maximum transparency
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Annex C to
1150-3 (RM)
Dated 25 June2015

TASK MATRIX
I.t STRATEGIC PLANNING SESSION

Focus on governance
portions ofthe Manual

RHQ

RHQ

RHQ

Incoming COs.

LCol Leibert

LCol Stalker

LGen (ret'd) Crabbe

BGen Eyre

BGen Eyre

Assist the Association in tracking retired ERE
personnel to foster membership.

Update Regimental Manual.

Produce a briefing on Regimental Finances to
enable better communication.

Incoming COs to attend REC meetings when
possible.

LCol Leibert to continue to develop current
analysis of Battle Honours.

Chair REC to develop CoAs 1 and 3regarding
charit¿ble status.

Review Terms of Reference for Colonel of
Regiment, Regimental Council, and Regimental
Senate.

Review Terms of Reference Regimental Guard.

Create Guard Vice President for Strategy (or
Plans)

IMPLIED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

IMPLIED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED
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LCol Stalker

LCol (ret'd) Pentney

LCol (ret'd) Pentney

Foundation

Foundation

REC and Association

Foundation and
Association

COR

All

Foundation and
Association

Senior leadership of
serving component

Guard

Guard

RHQ

Review Terms of Reference Regimental
Executive Committee, and Regimental
Headquarters.

Integrate Bursaries.

Integrate Cadet Support.

Maintain Clearing House.

Lead on Fundraising.

De-confl ict Fundraising with Foundation

Attend or send representation to REC

Coordinate efforts of all three entities.

Confirm charitable objectives are still relevant.

De-conflict Casinos.

Attend Association Meetings

Approval of new TORs by Guard

Re-write Constitution

Integrate/coordinate the maintenance of
Regimental Memorials

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

ASSIGNED

IMPLIED

ASSIGNED

IMPLIED

ASSIGNED

IMPLIED

IMPLIED

IMPLIED

IMPLIED
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Annex D to
1150-3 (RM)
Dated 25 June2015

MINUTES FROM THE I.t STRATEGIC PLANNING
SESSION HELD SUNDAY AND MONDAY I I AND 12 APRIL 2OI5

Reference:

l. The meeting was called to order at 1200 hours by the Chairman, BGen W.D. Eyre. Those in
attendance are detailed below:

Co-chairs

Members Present:

LGen (ret'd) R. R. Crabbe

BGen W. D. Eyre

LCol (ret'd) D. J. Pentney

LGen (ret'd) K.R. Foster

MGen (ret'd) W. B. Vernon

MGen (ret'd) R.I. Stewart

MGen (ret'd) C. W. Hewson

BGen (ret'd) V. W. Kennedy

BGen S. A. Brennan

Col P. S. Dawe

Col W. H. Fletcher

Col M. C. Wright

LCol J. W. Enington

LCol D. A. Mills

LCol M. J. Stalker

Colonel of the Regiment

President of Regimental Guard

President of the Association

President of the Foundation

Chair REC

Regimental Headquarters: Maj Q. M. Innis

WO S. A. Peterson

Others:

RM; Secretary

RWO

Capt A. K. Richardson PA BGen Evre
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2. Agenda items were detailed as follows:

AGENDA OF THE l't STRATEGIC PLANNING SESSION
FIELD AT THE OFFICER'S MESS 12 AND 13 APRIL 2015

1. Opening Remarks

a. Colonel of the Regiment. The COR, LGen (ret'd) Crabbe, opened the meeting by greeting all
participants and thanking them for their attendance. He went on to state that this meeting was
the first Strategic Planning Session in memory, and certainly the first to include
representatives from all members of the Regimental Family. He noted that there had been no
recent review of the regiment, but that the significant adjustment to the Regimental Family
structure was the addition of the Foundation in 2010. Turning to the Association, LGen
(ret'd) Crabbe noted that membership has been up and down over the past years, and that the
by-laws of the Association required changes to bring them into line with the latest CRA
regulations. He noted that the serving component was no longer supporting the Association
to the degree that they had in the past, as the Regimental Adjutant was no longer serving as

the Secretary of the Association. LGen (ret'd) Crabbe noted that changes to Non-Public
Funds regulations would be driving changes to the Regimental Fund, especially regarding
charitable status. The Regimental Guard is now taking a greater role in career management,
and the 100th anniversary commemorations have resulted in strong relations between the
Canadian Armed Forces, the Army, and the Regiment. He laid out the groundwork for the

1 Opening Remarks: Approach
COR / President of
Guard

Confirmation of Deliverables

2
Vision, Mission and
Obiectives:

Confirmation of Proposals

J
Inter-Entity
Relations:

4
Governance of the
Regiment:

5
Residual Gua¡d
Business:

6 Day One Summary:
COR / President of
Guard

7
Funding the
Regimental Family:

To include recent CRA/MWS
developments

8
Enhancing the
Retired Component:

9
Regimental
Campaign Plan:

10 SPS Summary:
COR / President of
Guard

m m m
m

M
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b.

planning session, noting that the documents distributed as the reading package will form the
basis for discussion through the two days. He thanked all who reviewed the documents for
their comments. LGen (ret'd) Crabbe then turned to the deliverables for the session,
specifically a campaign plan and priorities. The Vision, Mission, and Objectives of the plan
would need to be nested within the Army's plan, and aligned with LGen Haines'
(Commander Canadian A*y) views. He stressed that any plan would need to be practical,
realistic, and achievable. LGen (ret'd) Crabbe stated that he did not see a requirement for an
overarching organization or structure to provide oversight to all three Regimental entities, but
that the l00th Anniversary had led to some blurring of lines of responsibility, and that the
division of responsibility must be re-established. He noted the amount of extra work that the
l00th had imposed on the three Commanding Officers of the battalions, and that this level of
activity was not sustainable over the long run. Therefore, there is no capacity to provide an
overarching structure, and the Regimental entities would have to remain self-governing for
the foreseeable future. Finally, LGen (ret'd) Crabbe noted that, while the current SPS would
not resolve all the issues on the table, we should seek out some "quick hits".

President of the Association. LCol (ret'd) Dave Pentney, President of the Association, next
continued with a description of the challenges facing the Association. He described the
Association as a "reverse pyramid", where the managers at the top of the pyramid did the
work. He went into detail on the new structure of the Board of Directors, noting that only the
President and Vice President would be elected, and that the remaining members would be
appointed. He noted that the relationship between the serving members and the Association
was not as close as the Association would like, and suggested establishing more ties with the
Extra-Regimentally Employed members, perhaps based on the Kingston model. He further
suggested formalizing the relationship with Ex Ric-A-Dam-Doo, noting the lack of
Association participation in the past year. The membership in the Association is mostly
social, with only three percent involved in actively assisting in programs. The key takeaway
is a message to the serving component that one does not need to retire to belong to the
Association. He asked if there was a method to track ERE releases, which would help with
getting retiring Patricias into the Association (Task to RHQ). Finally, he noted that the
Association took on the lion's share of responsibility when dealing with Regimental heritage,
and helping members deal with families in need.

President of the Foundation. LGen (ret'd) Kent Foster noted that this meeting represented the
first hard look at the Regiment since 2010, the founding of the Foundation. He applauded the
fact that the leadership of all three entities were at the SPS. LGen (ret'd) Foster noted that
the overwhelming need was for finding ways and means of cooperation between the entities,
and stressed the requirement for Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). He noted that many
of these issues were addressed by the SPS supporting documentation.

LGen (ret'd) Foster went on to list the needs of the Foundation, specifically:

(1) The need to define and confirm the place of the Foundation within the Regimental
Family;

(2) The need to raise money, specifically as current sources of income dry up as

regulations change;

(3) The capacity to raise money is based on the PPCLI'obrand". This brand has

limitations, and may be only a Western Regiment;

c
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(4) The need to get younger personnel involved; and



(5) The need to build a bridge to the serving component to use the brand, leveraging
Foundation involvement in events like Soldier for a Day and Family days.

The COR noted that the 100th would not have happened without the involvement of the
Foundation, going on to say that the Foundation set the tone for inter-entity cooperation. The
100th was a good model to build on, and the approach worked well, with the Foundation
achieving its target of $885k, the Association raising over $500k, and the serving component
doing the rest.

President of the Guard. BGen Eyre opened by saying that the Regiment needs to look
beyond the l00th to see where we can take the Regiment. We need to remain relevant to
Canada and our soldiers, as the regimental system is aimed at training, fighting, recovering,
and retiring together. We are well set up for the future, and the political and operating
environment is ideal for the SPS to look into the future. Commander Canadian Army is
happy with the image the Regiment is projecting, especially as a result of the 100th, and will
be briefed on this meeting. He closed by saying that the time was now right to build on the
momentum of the l00th by producing a Campaign Plan that would take the Regiment into the
future.

2. Vision" Mission. Objectives

The COR opened by saying that the mission, vision and objectives were well embedded in the
constitution, and have served the Regiment well thus far. These concepts are important to
determine the lines of effort in a campaign plan, and will work to ensure unity of effort between the
three components of the Regimental Family. He noted that the vision statement needs to reflect
both war-fighting capability and supporting families and retirees. The campaign plan will be
important to determine goals and objectives. The vision statement needs to provide direction,
guidance and focus to the aim of the Regiment, while retaining the raison d'etre of the Regiment.
The Vision Statement also needs to be pan-Regimental, with support from all three elements of the
family. The current Vision Statement is:

"Príncess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry is a proud, confident Regiment with outstanding
leadership, strong discipline and highly developed military skills that enable it to fight and win on
the modern battlefield"

a. Vision. The proposed vision statement was put forth:

"Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Inføntry is (will be) a proud, confident Regiment with
outstanding leadership, strong discipline and highly developed military skills that enable it to
fight and win on the battlefield of today and tomonow. Its success and legacy are
underpinned by a strong regimentalfamilyfocused on supporting qnd maintaining cohesion
amongst serving and retired members and their.families. "

Col Dawe raised the point that the Regiment as such has little to do with the fight. Actually
training soldiers is the responsibility of the Chain of Command; what Regiments can do is set
conditions for the CoC to succeed, primarily through leadership selection and professional
development. He further noted that the last sentence of the new statement is Regimental
business, and that the Regiment needs to focus the relationships between the entities,
families, and succession planning. LCol Errington slated that proficiency needs to be
included in the statement, as this reflects how we want people outside the Regiment to view
us, as field oriented and proficient. LCol Liebert pointed out that the Regiment has an
important function in supporting operations, especially regarding veteran's care and family
support. The Regiment has hosted families, and troubleshoots behind the scenes. BGen

d
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(ret'd) Kennedy noted that it was important for all three entities to be able to see themselves
in the vision. BGen Brennan noted that the notion operational effectiveness, competency or
proficiency speaks to the core ofthe business. BGen Eyre noted that the concept of
operational excellence is reflected in the reference to "enable to fight and win", but could also
be added to the second line "underpinned by operational excellence and strong family..." The
consensus was to change "its to "our", and inse¡t "operational excellence" into the second
line:

"Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry is a proud, confident Regiment with
outstanding leadership, strong discipline and highly developed military skills that enable it to

fight andwin on the battlefield of today and tomorrow. Our success and legacy are
underpinned by operational excellence and s strong regimentalfamilyþcused on supporting
and maíntaining cohesion qmongst serving and retired members and theirfamilies."

b. Mission. The current Mission Statement is:

"To provide an excellent infontry regimentfor service to Canada"

The proposed Mission Statement is

"To provide an outstanding ínfantry regimentfor service to Canada"

After some discussion, the consensus was reached that "excellence" is non-comparative, and
does not imply out-performing other regiments. Therefore, the decision was made to keep
the current Mission Statement unchanged.

c ectives. The discussion then turned to the Objectives, with LGen (ret'd) Crabbe laying
out the basic concerns: are the seven objectives we have relevant; do we need to add or
subtract, or are they in need of change or simple word-smithing; do these objectives apply to
all three entities?

(l) Proficiency.

Current Statement:

"To assist Commanding Officers in settìng and maintaining the highest standards of
unit proficiency, general ffictiveness, and combat capability. Our aim is to provide
infantry battalíonsfor the Canadian Army that canfight andwin on the battlefield of
today and tomorrow"

Proposed Statement:

"To assist Commanding Officers in setting and maintaíning the highest standards
of infantry unit proficiency, capability, and combat ffictiveness and all-arms battle
group excellence"

After some discussion, in was decided to replace "assist" with "enable" and to
shorten the statement.

FinalDecision

"To enable Commanding Officers to set and maintain the highest standards of unit
p r ofi c i e n cy, c ap ab i I ity, and c o mb at effe c t iv e n e s s."
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(2) LeadershipDevelopment.

Current Statement:

"To identify, develop and exploit the leadership potential of all ranl<s of the
Regimentþr the benefit of the individual, the Army and the CAF"

Proposed Statement:

"To identify, develop and exploit the leadership potential of all ranks of the
Regimentfor the benefit of the individual, the Regiment, the Army and the CAF"

BGen Brennan cautioned against the use of the term "exploit" in regards to
personnel. LGen (ret'd) Foster agreed, stating that the term really didn't need to be
there. Col Fletcher suggested the addition of "Canada" to make the statement more
inclusive, and CWO Shiedl pointed out that the termooArmy" was redundant if
"CAF" is included.

Final Decision:

"To identifu and develop the leadership potential of all ranles of the Regimentfor
the benefit of the individual, the Regiment, the CAF, and Canada."

(3) The Regimental Family.

Current Statement:

"To develop cohesion and a strong sense ofregimental pride and esprit de corps
amongst all members of the Regiment"

Proposed Statement:

"To develop and maintain cohesion and a strong sense of regimental pride and
esprit de corps amongst all members of the regimentalfamily"

There was no discussion on this proposal, and the proposal was accepted as read.

(4) History and Traditions.

Current Statement:

(s)

"To record and perpetuate the Regiment's history, customs and traditions"

No changes were proposed, and the current statement was accepted as read.

Imase and IdentiW.

Current Statement:

"To own and project a strong and positive professional image of the Regiment and
the Infantry Corps throughout the CAF, our public support bases and the general
population.

D-6115



Proposed Statement

"To own and project a strong and positive professional image of the Regiment and
the Infantry Corps throughout the Canadian Armed Forces, the Government of
Canada, our public support bases and the general population"

Col Dawe concurred that the addition of a reference to the Infantry Corps was
essential, as there is currently a significant lack of unity of effort in the Corps
regarding doctrine, force structure and other issues. However, during the discussion
the consensus emerged that the image of the Infantry Corps was best protected by
Director of Infantry, and that the Regiment would work through DInf to ensure a

unified voice. In addition, it was decided that the target audience could be reduced
to "the CAF and Canada", resulting in a shorter and tighter statement.

Final Decision:

"To own and project a strong and professional image of the Regiment throughout
the CAF and Canada."

(6) Benevolence.

Current Statement:

"To foster the well-being of members oJ the Regiment, past and present"

Proposed Statement:

"Tofoster the well-being of all members of the Regimentalfamily"

Final Decision:

The proposal was accepted as read.

(7) OrgernizationalEffectiveness

Current Statement:

"To maintain a relevant and fficient regímental structure so as tofacilitate the

fficient conduct of Regimental business, to develop long term plans to support
Regimental objectives and to ffictively execute the day-to-day operations of the
Regiment"

Proposed Statement:

"To maintain a relevant and adaptable regimental structure tofacilitate the

fficient conduct of Regimental business, to develop long term plans and goals to
support Regimental objectives and to ffictively execute the day-to-day operations
of the Regiment"

Col Fletcher suggested including the Royal Canadian Infantry Corps in the
statement, and with this change included, the proposed statement was accepted
LCol Stalker suggested that the title of Objective 7 be changed to Effective
Governance.
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Final Decision

"To maintain a relevant and adaptable Regimental structure tofacilítate the

fficient conduct of Regimental and Corps business, to develop long-term plans and
goals to support Regimental objectives and to effictively execute the day-to-day
operations of the Regiment"

(8) Communications. Adding an objective to deal specifically with internal and
external communications was discussed, but it was concluded that this objective
would be covered under Objective 5, Image and Identity.

3. Inter-EntityRelations

Opening Remarks. The COR noted the need to coordinate and synchronize activities to
achieve a common goal. He further suggested that the level of coordination and
synchronization between the three entities worked for the 100th and noted that 3 to $4 million
were raised. While there are no formal arangements between the three entities, the
establishment of a clearing house to de-conflict activities avoided donor fratricide. There still
exists a need to prioritize tasks because the leadership of the Regiment have day jobs, and are
conducting Regimental business on the margins of these jobs.

b. Discussion. LGen (ret'd) Foster agreed, noting that the informal relationships worked. He
went on to say that the Foundation raised money through special events and projects, but that
there was a challenge in generating enough money to cover Operations and Maintenance
(O&M), which he estimated at $70k to $90k per year. He noted that the Foundation was
looking into hiring a professional fundraiser, with the objective being to raise $5 million by
2018. While the Foundation has a broader outlook than the Regiment, supporting causes

beyond the Regiment, the Regimental Fund and the Hamilton Gault Memorial Fund (HGMF)
are both eligible recipients. While there is no requirement for a higher headquarters, there is
a requirement for coordination. Col Fletcher noted that the 100th Op Order was an excellent
toolfor establishing commanded/commanding and supported/supporting relationships. LGen
(ret'd) Foster went on to say that, while the Foundation is the fundraising arm of the
Regimental Family, fundraising cannot simply be a Foundation problem, and the rest of the
Family would need to provide resources. Finally, he noted the difficultly of raising money
without an actual product to present. LCol Errington noted that the serving component must
be careful with involvement in fundraising. LCol Stalker proposed that synergy could be

achieved by synchronizing Thought, in the form of the Campaign Plan, Purpose, through our
Governance structures, and Action, through defining the supported/supporting relationships.
Col Dawe cautioned that without some structure, the affangements would become personality
dependant. LGen (ret'd) Foster agreed, noting that the problem was how to steer people in
the absence of a higher HQ. BGen (ret'd) Kennedy noted that any goal that involves more
than one of the entities must be decided at a combined meeting involving all three entities.
He further opined that any Regimental plan must be agreed to within ayear of the 100th in
order to maintain momentum and focus energies. BGen Eyre suggested codi$ing a steering
committee involving the Presidents of the Foundation, the Association and the Guard to
avoid the problem of personalities obstructing the process. LGen (ret'd) Foster concurred,
but noted that the Foundation needs to stay at "arms-length" to comply with CRA regulations.
LCol Enington suggested pushing the cooperative model one level down, and mandating
ERE representatives to engage local Association chapters. LCol Pentney (ret'd) raised the
issue of needing a specific goal to raise money against. LGen (ret'd) Foster noted that the
original intention of the founders of the Foundation was to be able to raise enough money to
allow RHQ, the Museum, and the HGMF to operate indefinitely without annual subscriptions

a.
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or support from Public and Non-Public funding. The COR noted that we need to maintain
the momentum of fundraising, in case we lose the access to Public and Non-Public funds.
BGen Eyre concluded that the main requirement was for a forum to bring all three entities
together to review goals, progress, and the supported/supporting relationships. This need not
be a dedicated meeting, but could be accomplished by continual communication between the
three entities, using the Campaign Plan as a means to coordinate activities. In addition,
synchronizing Guard meetings with Foundation and Association meetings, either attending in
person or by TELCON, would assist.

Conclusions. Fundraising needs to continue, even if only as a contingency operation in case

Public Funds are cut off. The target of $5 million in endowments to provide Operations and
Maintenance funds requires more detailed analysis in order to validate. In addition, it is
acknowledged that raising funds for O&M is difficult. The Foundation should have the lead
in fundraising. The "clearing house" model developed by the Foundation is a good way of
synchronizing efforts and avoiding donor fratricide.

d. Decisions Made.

(l) Codify a steering committee consisting of the President of the Guard, President of
the Association, and President of the Foundation in order to set priorities and
synchronize and de-conflict efforts. This will be effected through making the
Presidents of the Foundation and Association ex-officio members of the Guard
where strategic level issues will be discussed as a matter of course.

(2) Synchronize meetings, especially the Association AGM, Foundation AGM, and a
Guard Meeting and other events in time and space to allow for maximum synergy
between the three elements.

4. Governance of the Reeiment

Opening Remarks. The COR opened by outlining the three objectives for this agenda item

(l) Determine if the current structure is correct;

(2) Determine roles, responsibilities, and compositions of the various organizations;
and

(3) Determine the future of the Regimental Senate

b. Discussion. BGen Eyre noted that the Guard is the policy-making body, and the REC
executes that policy. MGen (ret'd) Stewart's paper (attached) goes into the history of the
decisions. The addition of vice-presidents could give the Guard some more horsepower to
develop and write policy. LCol Stalker added that the REC 154, to be held in Jul 15, will
examine these issues. MGen (ret'd) Stewart recommended that the President of the
Foundation should be an ex-fficio member of the REC, and that the remaining members
should be clearly defined. He noted that a smaller, more controllable and accountable REC
would be more effective. Col Wright suggested that the President of the Guard have two
Cols assigned to him, basically functioning as a I and a 5. BGen Eyre questioned whether
the President of the Guard should be located in Ottawa.

c.
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(l) Should the C-in-C be a member of the Regimental Council? After some
discussion, the group decided that she should not as she is not involved in the
management and administration of regimental business.

(2) Should the Senior Serving Patricia be a member of the Guard or an advisor? After
some discussion, the consensus was that the Senior Serving should remain as an
advisor.

(3) What are the responsibilities of the COR with regard to the three entities? The
group's conclusion was that the COR would act a mediator between the three
entities.

(4) Should the REC include the Presidents of the Association and Foundation as ex-

fficio members? As the REC already seeks input from both organizations, this was
seen as a good way of formalizingthe relationships.

Colonel Fletcher suggested that, in addition to the above, incoming COs should sit on the
REC to gain exposure to Regimental issues. This proposal was supported by the group. The
COR noted that the Regimental Senate, composed of serving and retired LCols and above,
was originally intended to advise on Regimental Policy. MGen (ret'd) Stewart explained that
the Senate was originally intended to be composed of former members of the REC who could
be called in to assist with special projects, and in his view, the Senate is now too big to
perform a useful function. MGen (ret'd) Vernon noted that he still gets inquiries from retired
members and that, while the Senate may not do much, it doesn't cost much either. The COR
concluded that the Guard could pick and choose the members of the Senate that it takes
advice from.

Conclusions. While there is a need to more clearly define some of the roles and
responsibilities, the current structure is correct. The Senate, while perhaps not as productive
as intended, should be retained.

Decisions. The following decisions were made:

(l) C-in-C should not be a member of the Regimental Council;

(2) Senior Serving Patricia will continue as an advisor to the Regimental Council when
not the President of the Guard;

(3) The COR will act as a mediator to coordinate efforts between the heads of the
Association, Foundation, and serving component;

(4) The President of the Association and the President of the Foundation will become
ex officio but non-voting members of the REC and Guard;

(5) Incoming COs are to attend RECs when possible; and

(6) Roles and Responsibilities to be re-drafted by the following:

a. Regimental Council. COR;

b. Regimental Senate. COR;

b. RegimentalGuard. GuardPresident;
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c. The Colonel-in-Chief. COR; and

c RHQ. Chair REC

5. Residual Guard Business.

At this time an opportunity for an impromptu Guard meeting presented itself, and a number of
topical issues that were not necessarily related to the SPS were discussed while taking advantage of
Guard presence. The Chair REC informed the table that the FC is now cost neutral, that
STRATCOM guidance is required from the Guard in relation to the PPCLI.com brand, and that
consent has been obtained from the Foundation and Association to be linked to the website. LCol
Stalker then provided an update on REC activities and open files, noting that RHQ was currently
dealing with over two dozen files. LCol Stalker and LCol Leibert then briefed the two major files,
Battle Honours and Revocation of Charitable Status.

a. Battle Honours. LCol Leibert noted that the Theatre Battle Honour of Afghanistan had
already been awarded. He drew the analogy with Korea, noting that only one Battle Honour
(Kapyong) had been awarded in addition to the Theatre Honour of Korea. He then described
the work of the Regimental Battle Honours Committee in examining all the engagements in
Afghanistan, ending with the recommendation that the entire period of fighting in Kandahar
could be covered under one Campaign Battle Honour, Kandahar 2002,2005 - 2010.

b. Revosation of Charitable Status. LCol Stalker briefed that CRA had conducted a review of
all military charities, and that, while CRA was of the opinion that the PPCLI Regimental
Fund is compliant with CRA regulations, Canadian Forces Morale and Welfare Services
(CFMWS) has requested that the Regiment voluntarily give up its charitable status because
the composition of the Governing Board of the charity (the REC) does not operate at arms-
length from the Crown. CFMWS believes this to be the case due to the composition of the
REC, which is made up exclusively of serving members. After extensive research, RHQ has
concluded that the CFMWS position does have some merit. Accordingly, Chair REC has

identified three possible CoA:

CoA 1: Full integration with CFMWS. The Museum, Regimental Warehouse and
Regimental Fund will become Non-Public Property (NPF) organizations, although the
Regimental Fund will likely retain independent banking arrangements and will issue tax
receipts for charitable donations.

CoA2: Challenge the CFMWS interpretation, retaining the Regimental Fund in its current
form.

CoA 3: Create a private entity, either a charity or a private corporation, that would hold
Regimental Funds and, if necessary, Regimental property.

c. Decisions. The following decisions were made

(1) The President of the Guard concurred with LCol Leibert's recommendation and
directed that he continue to develop the current analysis.

(2) The President of the Guard directed that Chair REC develop CoA I and 3 for
further discussion.
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6. Day One Summary

The President of the Guard directed that Regimental Objective 7 be changed to "Effective
Governance". The COR noted that the SPS had decided to retain the Senate, to allow tapping
specific individuals as resources for specific projects.

7. Funding the Regimental Family

a. Openins Remarks. The COR opened the discussion by noting that we need to distinguish
between fundraising and monies from Warehouse profits and Annual Voluntary
Contributions. Following the l00th Anniversary, the question of why we continue to raise
funds needs to be addressed. The initial answer is that we require funds to continue to
operate the Regiment should Public and non-Public funding be ceased.

Discussion. The President of the Association noted that the Calgary Casino generates
approximately $60k annually, and that a lot of these funds were used for Patricia Park. He
noted that casino funds were limited to being expended in Alberta, but further notçd that the
Association is looking at expanding this model to British Columbia and Ontario. He stressed
that the Association is not looking at going after corporate funding, and would coordinate
grant applications with the Foundation. He confirmed that the intent of the Association is to
get the Hamilton Gault Memorial Fund (HGMF) to $l million, which would allow the
Association sufficient income from investment and casinos to fund Veteran's Care, make an
annual donation to the Museum, and fund the 1l Cadet Corps that are affiliated with the
Regiment. He confirmed that there could only be one casino in Alberta, and that therefore
moving to Edmonton would require a changing of support arrangements. Col Dawe asked if
the Association used social networking, and LCol (ret'd) Pentney confirmed that there is an
Association Facebook page, and at least four other pages connected to the Association page.
He noted that crowd-sourcing is relatively easy for a specific project, but that the HGMF is
constrained by CRA rules by charitable objectives. As an example, when wounded soldiers
were first evacuated from Afghanistan to Laandstuhl in Germany in 2005, it was noted that
there was no provision for clothing, toiletries, or other amenities. A successful initiative was
launched to fill the gap by providing small packs with these items, funded by individual
donations, and this worked until a more formal solution was implemented. CWO Sheidl
noted that most serving soldiers were not aware of these initiatives. LCol (ret'd) Pentney
concluded the brief on Association funding by noting that the Association is dependent on
annual dues, which are split into national and branch dues. The COR inquired as to why $l
million in the HGMF had been set as the goal, noting that the Regiment does not currently
have enough funding to support all I I cadet corps. BGen Eyre noted that the Regiment needs
to develop a list of items to study, and should look at integrating all these items into the
campaign plan. The RM noted that the Regimental website could serve as a coordinating
tool, assisting the Regiment in harnessing the goodwill that exists with the public. The COR
noted that there should be no corporate fundraising without involving the Foundation, and the
details of spending need to be determined in order to inform the priorities of the campaign
plan. LGen (ret'd) Foster next briefed on the Foundation plans, noting that the Association
should look to the Foundation for funding. He further notèd that the Foundation could move
funds to qualified donees, using the example of the Amputee Coalition Canada, which
receives $40k from Heroes' Hockey Challenge. He described the four streams of income to
the Foundation:

(1) Individual giving, in the form of memberships, estates, and so on;

(2) Partnerships and major gifts;

b
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(3) Government grants and programs; and

(4) Special projects and events such as the personal legacy stones

LGen (ret'd) Foster continued that the Foundation could also be granted the authority to hold
a casino, which could generate the required funds for Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
and still build the Centennial Fund. He continued that the Foundation was still exploring the
value ofprofessional fundraising, either pro-bono or by contracting professional capacity.
Col Dawe noted that the financial structure of the Regiment was not clear, and that the
breakdown by Regimental Fund, HGMF, Centennial Legacy Fund and so on was not well
understood. LGen (ret'd) Foster noted that the target figure of $5 million for the endowment
funds was not validated, and that further market analysis was required. Col Dawe suggested
that topping up the HGMF to $1 million should be the first priority. LGen (ret'd) Foster
discussed the proposal to the Molson family for funding and stressed that one of the reasons
the proposal was rejected was that we had not gone to the family with a clear objective. Col
Dawe suggested that the campaign plan would provide that clarity.

c. Conclusions. The following conclusions we made:

(l) RHQ activities can be funded from Annual Voluntary Contributions and
Regimental Warehouse profits; and

(2) Target of $5 million endowment for O&M must be validated. RHQ will be tasked
to conduct a financial analysis.

d. Decisions. The following decisions were made:

(1) First priority is topping up Hamilton Gault Memorial Fund'

(2) Second priority is examining moving Archives and Collections from Calgary to
Edmonton;

(3) Museum to remain inCalgary, with the possibility of establishing a satellite gallery
in Edmonton; and

(4) No corporate fundraising without Foundation coordination.

8. Enhancing the Retired Component

a. Opening Remarks. The COR opened the discussion by noting that the younger generation
does not appear to be interested injoining structured organizations, but instead are interested
in the social aspect of getting together with comrades.

Discussion. This opening comment generated discussion about the merits of formal versus
informal structures, with the general consensus being that the COR's analysis was essentially
correct. The President of the Association noted that the most effective way of getting input
and responses was by mail rather than e-mail or social media. He made the further point that
there was little knowledge of the Association below the LCol and CWO ranks, leading to the
point that Ric-A-Dam-Doo (RADD) should not be conducted without an Association
briefing. The RM stressed the need to maintain low-level communications, pointing out that
many of the recent retirees, especially in Alberta, were heavily committed to second careers
and could not afford the time to commit to the Association. However, maintaining the

b.
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connection with these members would pay dividends over time as they became more
established in their careers and had more time to devote to other activities. BGen Eyre asked
about encouraging serving members to join, and Col Dawe suggested that there should be an
expectation communicated that senior members would join. CWO Scheidl emphasized that it
has not been well communicated that serving members could join.

Conclusions. The Association and the advantages of belonging to the Association is not
well- understood by the serving component.

d. Decisions. The following decisions were made

(l) ERE personnel to engage with local branches;

(2) The Chain of Command will inform serving members that they can join the
Association and Senior serving members will set example by joining;

(3) Serving component will produce out-reach programs to engage the Association;

(4) RADD should always include a brief by the Association; and

(5) The battalions should continue to include the Association in their annual briefings.

9. RegimentalCampaignPlan

a. Opening Remarks. BGen Eyre opened the discussion by posing four questions:

(1) Who identifies the goals and tasks;

(2) Who coordinates between entities;

(3) Who is responsible for the preparation and maintenance of the Campaign Plan; and

(4) Do all three entities maintain a common financial year and a common approach to
setting financial goals?

b. Discussion. BGen Eyre continued from his opening remarks to note that in his view, the
Guard was responsible for identifuing goals and tasks for the Serving Component, and would
meet annually or semi-annually with the Foundation and Association to validate the plan.
This met with complete agreement around the table. He continued to say that he saw
questions four and three as Guard responsibilities, assisted by RHQ. In response to question
four, the Presidents of the Association and Foundation and the RM confirmed that allthree
entities are cunently using the calendar year as their fiscal years. After some additional
discussion, it was concluded that anniversaries would be commemorated every five years,
with major events on the quarter-centuries.

Conclusions. The consensus of the session was that the Campaign Plan was the way ahead,
and would serve a valuable tool to assist with synchronizing and coordinating the activities of
the three entities.

Decisions. The following decisions were made:

(l) The Guard is responsible for identifying goals and tasks;

c
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(2)

(3)

(4)

The Guard, supported by RHQ, will coordinate between entities;

The Guard, supported by RHQ, will prepare and maintain the Campaign Plan;

The Association, Foundation, and Serving Component will maintain the current
practice of using the same fiscal year; and

(5) Anniversaries will be commemorated every five years, with major commemorations
every 25 years. Five-year commemorations will include a Better'Ole and will be
tied to other events to maximize participation.

10. SPS Summarv. All members of the Regimental Family agreed that the SPS was a valuable
exercise. It was noted that, while the REC meetings were being held regularly, there is a requirement for
the Guard to meet to provide policy direction, and RHQ was directed to seek an opportunity to hold a

Guard meeting, preferably in conjunction with other Regimental activities. Finally, the President of the
Guard and the COR directed that the minutes be posted to the website for maximum transparency.

Approved/l.,lot Approved
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R. R. Crabbe
Colonelof the Regiment
Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry
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